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The International Design Competition Poster For___. is a renowned global platform that invites talented designers

and artists worldwide to harness their creativity and address pressing global issues through the compelling medium

of poster design. This competition serves as a dynamic catalyst for raising awareness and driving change on critical

matters such as environmental protection, education, water safety, and numerous other significant concerns.

Whether the goal is to promote social awareness or showcase commercial products, the role of poster design in

shaping public discourse has never been more profound, and its potential for global impact continues to surge.

In today’s hyper-connected world, the influence of poster design in capturing hearts and minds is unrivaled. The

Poster For___. project issues a resounding call to action, inspiring participants to express their unique perspectives

and advocacies through the captivating art of poster design. It provides an exceptional platform for emerging

talents, including aspiring young professionals and students aged 19 and below, to amplify their voices on the

global stage. The competition also introduces a dedicated category for students, fostering creativity among the

younger generation by allowing them to craft hand-drawn posters, even if they possess limited experience with

digital tools.

The International Design Competition Poster For___. not only offers well-deserved recognition and awards to

exceptional designers but also provides a prominent stage for their work to shine on an international scale. This

competition’s impact reaches far beyond the winners, as up to 200 designers receive prestigious Award

Certificates, and extraordinary creativity is celebrated with coveted trophies. Furthermore, selected designs have

the exclusive opportunity to be featured in prestigious international exhibitions, broadening their reach, and are

enshrined in PosterFor’s official book. The competition encompasses a diverse array of categories, including

themes like happiness, UN Sustainable Development Goals, coffee culture, cultural diversity, and hand-drawn

posters. With a submission window spanning from September 1st, 2023, to December 31st, 2023, and multiple

high-profile exhibitions scheduled throughout the year, this competition provides an unparalleled avenue for artists

to actively contribute to global conversations and leave a lasting impact through their artistry.

The entry fee is $30 USD for categories A, B, C, and D, and $20 USD for category E.

https://graphiccompetitions.com/graphic-design
https://graphiccompetitions.com/


Eligibility

Designers and artists from around the world, including students aged 19 and below, are eligible to participate.

Prize

Up to 200 designers will receive an Award Certificate, and the top 2 winners of each category (A, B, C, D, E) will

receive prestigious trophies. Additionally, around 10 standout entries from category C (Coffee Culture) will receive

special trophies. Selected designs will be featured in international exhibitions and included in PosterFor’s official

book.
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